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The Pro Comp A/T Sport is the premium performance all-terrain tire surrounded 
with incredible off-road ruggedness and balanced with smooth on-road manners. 
Available in 25 LT Metric and Flotation size offerings, in 15 inch to 20 inch wheel 
diameter, and up to 37 inches in overall diameter, popular OE replacement and plus 
sizing; the A/T Sport has the range of market well covered. Created specifically with 
light trucks and Jeeps in mind, the A/T Sport is packed with incredible technologies 
and supported by the strongest warranty package. 

Product Positioning Statement



Pro Comp A/T Sport
Features Benefits

Sweeping Groove Technology;  designed with tire 
“in-motion” off-road/foul weather conditions

Added traction for off-road handling and all-weather conditions; removes 
dirt, debris, snow, and water. 

 

Staggered Design Technology; outside shoulder 
blocks and all channel grooves are staggered 
designs

Incredible all-terrain handling, added off-road/all-weather traction,  greatly 
reduces/eliminates debris built up 

Side Holder Lug Technology; deep tread/design 
shoulder and sidewall biting edges

Greatly increased traction in all-terrain environments/ all-weather 
conditions, and increased puncture resistance 

Quiet ride assurance delivered by multi-pitch 
variation

Noise cancelling technology; whereas the pitch noise generated from one 
block size is cancelled by the pitch noise generated by a tread block of a 
different size

All-Terrain Compound Technology; uniquely 
formulated for optimum performance on and 
off-road all-terrain tire

Unique rubber compound derived from all-terrain history and specially 
formulated for the perfect balance of on and off-road use. Chip and cut 
restistant. Smooth ride assured. 

60,000 Mile Written Warranty
Rest easy on the life of Pro Comp A/T Sport tires. We provide peace of mind 
for an industry leading 60,000 miles! 

Pro Comp Forever Warranty 
All Pro Comp A/T Sport tires have an complete free replacement for the life 
of the tire for any factory workmanship/materials defect.  

60 Day Purchase Assurance; "buy 'em & love 'em", 
60 Day ride guarantee. 

Buy any set of Pro Comp A/T Sport tires, and if you are not 100% satisfied, 
bring them back for a full refund or credit toward another tire. No 
Questions!



• A/T Sport passes the DTAP test. 
• Oven aging to 5 years, then FMVSS tested. 
• FMVSS is conducted on new tires only, so this 

shows that A/T Sport, at a simulated 5 year 
age, can pass new tire testing! 

• While passing the test requires 35.5 hours , 
A/T Sport went over 100 hours with no failure 
and the test stops at the maximum 100 hour 
limit. 





Key Promotional Events



Rolling in sizes beginning January 
2016 through April for most sizes. 
Still a few stragglers in May and 
June. 



▪ USA MAP pricing protects 
retail profit margins

▪ Very competitive retail 
pricing

▪ MT2 prices are reduced 
on 1-1-16

▪ Good, strong GP margins
▪ Canada pricing is not yet 

settled



Get on Board with A/T Sport

1. Great new product, tremendous performance
2. Strong size line-up; plus sizes, OE
3. Sharp pricing; better than BFG & Toyo
4. Incredible warranty package: best in the industry
5. Support with strong marketing package
6. MAP pricing protect retail profits
7. Guaranteed sale; return if does not sell – no risk!
8. Are you ready to join us today?


